
HIP HOP DANCE Script 
By Matthew Gearou 

 

Scene 1 
 

Narrator: Hip Hop dance goes way back to Africa where Africans communicated 
by drum beats and dancing. In the late 1700’s, Africans were being transported to 
the United States, against their will to become slaves.The slave owners took the 
identity of the slaves away by forbidding drums, which was their way of 
communicating. The slaves explored other ways to communicate and starting using 
their feet instead of drums.  Fast-forward about 100 years to the late 60’s, and 
you find yourself in the Bronx. The Hip Hop culture explored a different type of 
dance giving blacks a way to stay out of gangs, and express themselves in the form 
of dance, and to reclaim their identities. They encountered a way of life by dance 
battles rather than battling with knives and guns. Exchanging ideas through dance 
the last several decades has made Hip Hop a part of the mainstream culture. It 
was thought to be nothing. It was thought to be bad. It gives people strength. The 
most important impact Hip Hop dance has is the ability to bring people of all 
cultures, races, and beliefs together.  
 

(Put on Bronx Hat) 
Hip Hopper: Ooh, cool 60’s. almost the 70’s baby! Summers here!  
 
(looks surprised and then scared.) 
 
Oh man there are my boys hang’n with the dealers.  They have nothing better to do 
in the ghetto conditions that we live in.  There goes my boy Joe with the landlord 
chasing him down for not paying his rent... Again. This is a tough place to live no 
wonder everyone is in a gang.  
 
(Shouting)  
Hey! you’ll be alright man. Just keep running! 
 
(Sighs.) 
 



So much crime here in the hood. When I say hood, I mean the Bronx. I need a 
break from all the crime and corruption that is around me all the time. 
 
(turn on music) 
 
“Ah man what kind of music is that?  Listen to that beat. This is my JAM! 
 
(Start tapping foot) 
 
“I said a hip hop, 
Hibbit the Hibbit, 
To the hip, hip a hop, and you don't stop, a rock it 
To the bang bang boogie, say, up jump the boogie, 
To the rhythm of the boogie, the beat.”  
 

(Take off Bronx hat) 
 
Narrator: Whoa, hold up. Am I going to fast? Maybe we should go back to where it 
all began. 
 
(Put on African cloth) 
 
It turns out, much of how the slaves danced, are the main foundation for hip hop 
moves.  Dr Rice, a widely published author of African American Studies, and a 
professor from University of Central Lancashire in Preston, states: “Modern urban 
street dance forms, such as breakdancing with its vibrant, grounded, crisp-edged 
energy, have a close connection to original African dance techniques.”  In Africa 
warriors danced to show skill and strength. Other reasons for dancing was spiritual 
dancing, communicating, and strengthening bonds between members of their tribe. 
Celebrations such as birth and marriage were reasons to dance. 
 
(Start tapping feet.) 
 
Many African slaves, once they were brought to North America, had to adapt to 
new ways of dancing as their owners prohibited them from lifting their feet, so 
they shuffled their feet and moved their hips and body to the beat. 
As Albert Mawere Opoku often said “African dance was about a people and their 
culture. Therefore it had to be preserved in the same fashion that the people 
ordained it as the first conveyors of their culture.” 



 
(Start African dancing moving hips and body and shuffling feet) 
 

Scene 2 
 
(Play some type of James Brown’s music and start walking around.) 
 
Narrator: Listen to that music!. Reminds me of Snake Hips, oh sorry that is not his 
real name. His real name is Earl Tucker and is known for his flexibility in his dance 
routines in the 1920’s. He slithered like a snake in his routines that’s how he got 
his name. Another really amaze´n singer and dancer was was James Brown he had 
some kind of moves in the 60’s. But he wasn’t the only one dancing back then. Jazz 
dance is also important for the buildup of Hip Hop dance. Ya see, Hip Hop dance 
explores all types of dance and uses moves from many dance forms. 
 
During the Great Migration, between 1910 and 1970, 6 million blacks moved from 
the Southern United States. White young males violently resisted racial 
integration which led to blacks evolving into social protection groups...street gangs 
became entrenched in the social fabric of the black underclassed group according 
to the United States Department of Justice and whites moved out of the 
neighborhoods. Urban renewal including the destruction of businesses turned the 
Bronx into one of the five poorest Congressional Districts in the United States 
today.  The crime in the Bronx was especially bad in the early 70’s. Houses, 
apartment buildings and tenements were abandoned.  There was no money for rent, 
no work to be had, and a need for protection. The only thing that was left was to 
turn to gangs and crime. That means that street gangs were supporting themselves 
with drug dealing and other criminal activities. There was a great need to reinvent 
the young black identity.  Exploring different ways to express themselves brought 
about a new way to look at music and dance.  
 
Well it turns out that there is this new thing.  It just so happens to exchange 
parts of African dance, Snake Hip moves, James Brown’s footwork, and Jazz 
Dance. 
 

(Put on Bronx Hat and Hold up Herc invitation.) 
 



Hip Hopper: Hip Hop! Looks like Herc came through! Look at this I just got a flyer 
that announced one of Herc’s parties. His parties are starting to become famous. 
The cool thing is he noticed people were waiting for certain parts in the song so he 
created a style of DJing that you spin the discs back to replay certain parts. It 
was so cool his nickname became DJ Kool Herc. 
 
See the uprock I am doing right now is one of the first hip hop dance moves in the 
60’s. It uses the heavy rhythm of the African dance culture. Fast forward and the 
uprock is still being used today.  
 
(Take off Bronx Hat) 

 
Narrator: Hip Hop dance is really just dance moves from the past and making them 
better. Ya see, people think that hip  hop is, and I quote, “Hip Hop (Music), is 
defined as expression of the anger of racial and social disorders. And even though 
the elders, and other audiences, disapprove of Hip Hop they can’t stop it from 
spreading.”  
 

(Put on Bronx Hat) 
 

Hip Hopper: Did ya hear that ~ gun shots!! Oh no gangs are creating trouble in the 
Hood again. See, my gang, the Black Spades, has been rivaling against other gangs 
for years, that’s the way of life in the Bronx.  Mainly we fight to protect our turf 
and our girls.  Man, some of the fights can be deadly. 
(Stops, and looks around suspiciously.)  
 
Oh wait, there’s a meeting that includes some of the rival gangs in this part of the 
Bronx. Don’t tell anyone. Especially the cops. Definitely NOT the COPS! 
 
(Walks quickly off into the distance. Comes back in few seconds.) 
 
WHOOHOO! Ah man, that meeting was the best! I thought meetings with gang 
members were supposed to be dangerous. The gang leaders have set a truce! I’m so 
happy, I could just dance! Oh wait I can! Speaking of which, now, we’re fighting 
with Hip Hop dance, and not weapons. The gangs are going to have dance battles. 
Creative moves will determine the winners not guns and killing. We will be able to 
express ourselves and get rid of some of our energy by dancing rather than 
violence. 
 



(Start music and dance.) 
 
My gang, the Black Spades, is basically made up of dysfunctional households, 
which is kind of scary. I have no place to eat, I have no place to live and I have no 
family of my own so the gang is my family. But now, we have something that will 
keep us out of trouble. Dance, dance and dance.  Creating new moves to beat the 
rival gangs.  
 
(Recording of police yelling a report on criminal activity.) 
 
Uh oh, cops are here. gotta run. 
 

(Run and comes back without Bronx hat)  
 

Narrator: What the cops didn’t understand according to the book Peacemaking: 
From Practice to Theory, by Susan Allen Nan, and Zachariah Cherian Mampilly, 
states: “Hip hop gave gangs a way to explore new ways of battles with breakdancing 
instead of breaking bodies.” 
 
But of course it didn’t just impact gangs, it impacted everyone. The black kids 
began to realize that they weren’t thinking about drugs and gangs, but about Hip 
Hop. They realized that it was freedom from their actions that their impoverished 
areas repeatedly forced them to do. Hip Hop is an art form that many used to 
think was nothing good but the gang members took nothing, and decided to make 
something out of the conditions they were facing. 
 
What did Hip Hop do for the country you might say? It brought people together no 
matter their color or circumstances. All around the world, people are using Hip Hop 
dance. People from all over the world come to watch and engage in Hip Hop dance 
competitions. 
 
Okay, let’s go a little bit more into the present.  Well I think we covered all of the 
Exploration, Exchange, and Encounter in Hip Hop dance. Wait, we forgot how things 
changed from then, until now. 
 
(Pose in muscle position.) 
 
My boy Hip Hop is ranked #1 on the list of dances that get kids in shape. Heck 
even some of the most traditional things ~ The Nutcracker Ballet” one of the many 



traditions of Christmas has recognized the importance of Hip Hop dance. Playing all 
over the world this year was “The Hip Hop Nutcracker”.  It was really sweet! 
Ballet moves right in there with Hip Hop dance. 
 
(Play Nutcracker and hold up bulletin of Nutcracker Hip Hop and Nutcracker do a 
few moves with ballet and Hip Hop.) 
 
It has become part of the most profitable cultures in the world. The Hip Hop 
industry is a multi-billion dollar industry.  Music, clothes, dance, art, poetry and 
graffiti are all part of the Hip Hop industry. Even Harvard University’s famed 
Afro-American studies department recently hired a specialist in hip hop because 
according to Professor Henry Louis Gates, “it is one of the most important cultural 
phenomenons in the second half of the twentieth century.  We would be remiss if 
we did not treat it accordingly.”  
 
Well, now you know about Hip Hop dance, and the ways it’s gone beyond anyone’s 
imagination. Hip Hop helped the black kids reclaim their identities, by encountering 
new ways of lifestyles. Exploring different dance moves, exchanging creative ways 
to make Hip Hop dance more exciting, and checking out everyone else's ideas is 
what is happen´n. As Hip Hopper KRS-One stated, “Hip Hop has the ability to 
corrupt young minds, it also has the ability to uplift them.” So I advise to use Hip 
Hop as a form of expression, happiness, depression, fear, frustration the list goes 
on and on.How? By dancing, just keep dancing!  
 
 

(Put on Bronx Hat and do a quick hip hop move) 
 

Hip Hopper: Just keep dancing Y'all. 


